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Installation Instructions:
Audi A3 MK1
1996 - 2003

PSB 148
Front Wishbone Arm Front Bushing
30mm OD - Pressed Arm
OE Number : 357407182
1. Remove original bushing by pressing out or using
 a blow torch
2. Ensure outer metal casing of original rubber is  
 removed, which can be done by cutting with
 a hacksaw and knocking out with a chisel
3. Clean housing with sand paper to remove sharp  
 edges, so not to damage new bushing
4. Remove metal sleve from new poly bushing
5. Lubricate inside and outside of poly bushing with
 a multi-purpose grease
6. Press two bushing valves into housing
 (rubber hammer or by hand)
7. Insert metal sleeve into bushings
8. The installation is complete

PSB 732 
(Installation instructions same as PSB 148)
Front Wishbone Front Bushing 
45mm OD - Forged Arm
OE Number : 8N0407182A

PSB 147P
Front Wishbone Arm Rear Bushing
1. Remove original bushing by pressing out or using
 a blow torch
2. Ensure outer metal casing of original rubber bushing  
 is removed, which can be done by cutting with
 a hacksaw and knocking out with a chisel
3. Clean housing with sand paper to remove sharp  
 edges, so not to damage new bushing
4. Lubricate the inside of the outer bushing
5. Tap outer bushing into the housing from the top of  
 the arm with a rubber mallet
6. Tap inner bushing inside the outer bushing from the  
 underside of the arm. (Do not attempt to remove  
 the metal sleeve from the inner bushing)
7. The installation is complete

PSB 733
(Installation instructions below PSB 147P)
Front Wishbone Rear Bushing - Forged Arm
OE Number : 8N0407181B

PSB 700-21 (21mm) 
OE Number : 1J0-411-314-G / 1J0-411-314-T 
PSB 700-23 (23mm)
Front Anti Roll / Sway Bar Bushing
OE Number : 21mm: 1J0 411 314R / 1J0 411 314C
1. Unclamp metal bracket of original bushing
2. Remove old rubber bushing and clean bar
3. Find slit on new poly bushing and slide over the bar
4. Replace metal bracket
5. The installation is complete

PSB 197
Rear Axle Beam Bush
OE Number: 6R0501541A
1. Remove original bushing by pressing out or using
 a blow torch
2. Ensure outer metal casing of original rubber bushing  
 is removed, which can be done by cutting with
 a hacksaw and knocking out with a chisel
3. Clean housing with sand paper to remove sharp  
 edges, so not to damage new bushing
4. Remove metal sleeve from new poly bushing
5. Lubricate inner part of the bushing with multi  
 purpose grease
6. Tap poly bushing into housing with a rubber mallet
7. Tap metal sleeve into poly bushing
8. Installation is complete
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Please measure the thickness
of your anti roll / sway bar
to know which bushing is 

right for your vehicle.


